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Medical anatomical museums are collections for learning. They are archives 

of carefully dissected body parts, preserved indefinitely so that every 

organ and muscle, every vessel and nerve can be understood and observed. 

Formaldehyde, wax, silicone and acrylic often entwine within the specimens, 

blurring the lines between art and science. These interdisciplinary 

intersections are symbolic of the importance of allowing artists to 

reinterpret and express their unique understanding of the human body 

and contribute to these valuable museums.

The Harry Brookes Allen Museum of Anatomy and Pathology at The University 

of Melbourne, a museum that began in the 1880s and continues to grow 

today, is a fascinating collection of over 12,000 human specimens available 

to many thousands of students to learn 

about the inner workings of the human. 

Medical, science and biomedical students 

are given the privileged gift of knowledge 

from the altruistic bequest of individuals 

who have donated their bodies for dissec-

tion.

But beyond the pure science and 

medicine of the museum collection is a 

rich history of artist connections that has expanded into a fascinating 

program of residencies and classes. It began with contributions to the 

collection by European artists, including Jules Barretta and Franz Josef 

Steger, while now we see the Victorian College of Arts regularly holding 

observational drawing classes in the museum, and artists often partak-

ing in residency programs.

The new wave of artists inspired by the museum include Patricia Piccinini, 

who would quietly explore the Harry Brookes Museum as a student at the 

Victorian College of Arts, her early observations while studying would go 

on to influence her hyper-realistic hybrid sculptures. Bioartist Nina Sellars 

shared her life drawing and anatomy skills with medical students in the 

Museum, Rick Amor Drawing Prize-winner Gina Kalabishis piloted the 
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 Museum’s first residency program and street artist Goodie boldly 

spray-painted a mural of the skeleton across a Museum wall. 

In developing her intricate body of work for A Complex Beauty, Lauren 

Black joins these luminary artist alumni who have drawn inspiration 

from and contributed to the Harry Brookes Allen Museum and in doing 

so shines a new light on specimens that were once part of many Melbourne 

hospital pathology collections. She lifts the shroud of the skin to reveal a 

hidden, internal, anatomical world, often only seen by health professionals. 

The fine detail and artful skill of her beautiful artworks are anatomically 

insightful and offer a conversation that explores the fine line between 

life, death and identity.

Dr Ryan Jefferies
Curator, Harry Brookes Allen Museum of Anatomy and Pathology, The University of Melbourne
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What are we to make of the dead who now inhabit museums, their bodies 

whole and in parts, the mummies and bog people, the shrunken heads, 

foetal skeletons lined up by size, normal and morbid organs floating in 

jars, skulls collected to illustrate the diversity of humankind? This 

question has become increasingly important in the museum field following 

enquiries about how so many human remains were acquired (often in the 

distant past) and to whom they belong. Meanwhile, artists and writers 

grapple with these objects in different ways, making sense of them by 

unearthing their prehistory and giving them post-museum afterlives.

Until the eighteenth century, medical museums more resembled cabinets 

of curiosity than scientific institutions. The donations arriving at their 

doors read like magical catalogues. In 1819, 

William Clift, conservator of London’s 

Hunterian Museum, despaired at the 

‘Torrents of Specimens’ sent to him, 

including ‘parts removed by operation, 

good and good for nothing’. The gifts 

included ‘The Ovaria of Mr Wigram’s Free 

Martin’, a box of fossil elephant bones, 

and a foetus found inside a young man’s 

abdomen. These were joined by the corpse of a pigeon, the stomach of a 

Mad Dog, and a box of animal skins from the Cape Colony, so poorly 

preserved that when Clift opened the lid moths flew away and live mice 

scurried out to infest the museum.1 But amongst the dross, valuable 

anatomical items were also accumulating: mummies from Egypt, native 

skulls from Van Diemen’s Land, and a woman’s body which anatomist 

Dr William Hunter and Mr Cruikshank had embalmed in 1775.

Clift would not have been surprised to receive non-human animal remains, 

for anatomy has always been a comparative art. ‘We must go back in 

animal life, and even to the lowest forms of vegetable life, before we can 

get a clue to the higher of nature’s processes’ wrote Dr Samuel Wilks, 

lecturer on pathological anatomy and curator of Guy’s Hospital museum.2 

A Complete Beauty
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The blanched skeleton of a giant sperm whale hung suspended from the 

ceiling of the Hunterian Museum, while donations to the Birmingham 

medical school’s museum between 1831 and 1837 (in descending order by 

percentage of total) consisted of animals, minerals, fossils, human 

specimens, botanical, insects, ethnographic, shells, and miscellaneous 

items.3 Material from around the world arrived in British museums, which 

benefited from imperial networks of acquisition that brought them 

animals captured, killed and preserved. ‘Rejoice with me’, wrote naturalist 

Alfred Russel Wallace from the remote island of Aru, ‘I have got the birds 

of Paradise.’4 By mid-nineteenth century, any medical school worthy of 

the name contained a museum replete with zoological objects, among 

them human remains.

The study of pathology, or morbid anatomy (the ‘various states of organic and 

functional derangement’ bodies contain) also required constant collecting.5 

Changes wrought beneath the skin by disease were only revealed when 

the corpse was opened. Surgeons gleaned morbid matter from the living, 

during operations that might or might not kill the patient, and from the 

dead, some doctors tracking patients with interesting conditions for 

years to acquire access to the corpse. Other material was cut from bodies 

dissected in medical schools, or from patients subjected to post-mortem 

examinations in the hospitals and other places in which they died.

The process of reducing a person to a specimen is full of uncaught moments, 

considerations about identity and integrity, value and waste. In addition 

to bodies, it required a methodical way of proceeding and the right tools 

for the job. The operating table must be equipped with grating and a 

waste-pipe, with a plentiful supply of water nearby for washing blood and 

pus from hands and instruments. Various knives with strong handles 

and stout blades were needed, as well as scalpels and razors, forceps, 

hooks, bone saws, a mallet, a chisel and a steel hammer. Finally, for close 

investigations, a magnifying glass, a compound microscope, litmus papers 

and wide-mouthed bottles containing preserving solutions in which to 

place what was acquired.
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and the gaze of the curious’.7 Some of Allen’s donors requested discretion 

about the gifts they made. One apologised for the state of the kidneys he 

sent, explaining that he had had to remove them surreptitiously. Another 

wanted no formal acknowledgement of his donation, asking Allen to tear 

up the letter accompanying the corpse he had shipped to Melbourne in a 

case labelled ‘Personal Effects’.8

When we consider a medical specimen, our minds are diverted from 

contemplating the absent body of which it was once a part. Open the pages 

of William Hunter’s Anatomy of the Human Gravid Uterus (1774) and you 

will be confronted by Jan von Rymsdyk’s sketches of foetuses in various 

stages of development encased in their dead mothers’ wombs, every other 

piece of the women’s bodies having been cut away to obtain this singular 

focus. Where is the material unworthy of further examination: the solid 

parts, fluids, fat and soft tissues that stuck to a man’s hands and clothes? 

Where did the wreckage of a body go?

This matter preoccupied nineteenth-century commentators on dissection, 

because erasing a corpse’s identity and bodily integrity went against 

strongly held cultural conventions for dealing with the dead. Bodies should 

be cared for, washed, shrouded, mourned and interred in consecrated 

ground. It was all very well for Anatomy Acts to decree that a dissected 

‘body’ be placed in a decent coffin or shell and buried, but after weeks in 

a school there was no body to be so disposed of, only scraps of remains. 

This was something anatomy teachers hoped to keep from the public, but 

scandals emerged. Coffins were found leaving medical schools containing 

human material mixed with detritus needing to be disposed of: offal from 

the dissecting room, rags, amputated limbs, spoiled specimens from the 

museum. Some coffins held the remains of different people, mixed 

together. One left a school filled with a donkey’s bones, to disguise the 

fact that the corpse had been retained for the students, while others 

departed the premises containing nothing at all.9

* * *

The idea of consent, now paramount to dissections, hospital autopsies and 

the retention of material, did not apply in the past. Then, Anatomy Acts 

enabled the corpse of anyone who met death in an institution to become 

a ‘subject for dissection’, unless a family member arrived to claim the 

body for burial (in Victoria, within twelve hours). Only from the 1950s 

would most subjects be received as gifts the person had made in life. So, 

when Dr Harry Brookes Allen was professor of descriptive and surgical 

anatomy and pathology at the University of Melbourne from 1882 to 1906, 

most corpses arrived from hospitals and asylums, being the bodies of 

poor people, of those deemed insane, and friendless vagabonds. Meanwhile, 

no law at all authorised hospital post-mortem examinations until 

mid-twentieth century Human Tissue Acts.

During dissections, medical students dismantled strangers’ bodies, but 

post-mortem examinations were often performed by doctors who knew 

the patient. In Allen’s time, medical men working in hospitals and lunatic 

asylums collected morbid specimens for him. Thus Walter Fowler at the 

Bendigo Gold District General Hospital forwarded ‘a most splendid 

specimen worthy to be placed on the shelf of any museum’, in the form 

of a cystic kidney, and Charles Smith at the Ararat Lunatic Asylum sent 

‘a very pretty “Monster”’ soon after that baby had been born.6

In addition to awaiting such donations, museum conservators actively sought 

particular parts they desired. Arthur Keith at the Hunterian haunted 

London’s hospitals, obtaining heads from the London Hospital, a young 

woman’s viscera from the Great Northern Hospital, lungs from the Seaman’s 

Hospital in Greenwich, babies and foetuses from lying-in hospitals.

Some acquisitions threatened to cause controversy. Doctors might fight 

among themselves to possess particularly interesting parts, and families 

who learned of plans to perform an autopsy might vigorously contest it. 

Even medical men could abhor the thought of such a mutilating act 

being carried out on someone precious to them. Surgeon George Guthrie 

wrote of the horror a man would feel upon learning that parts of a person 

he loved were displayed in bottles ‘for the contemplation of the learned 
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There has always been a strong link between art and anatomy. Medical 

students studied illustrations of anatomical structures, both in modest 

books and in grand atlases designed for leisurely contemplation in 

libraries and museums. Their pages preserved a specimen long after the 

thing itself had spoiled, for preservation techniques were tricky until the 

late nineteenth century. Soft parts proved to be lively. Specimens 

deteriorated, swelling and shrinking over time depending on the fluid 

they soaked in, colours bleaching out.10

Painters also entered dissecting rooms for their own purposes, examining 

anatomy in the cause of figurative art — though whether doing so would 

enable them to portray beauty was a matter of debate. Dr Robert Knox 

believed that no artist should expect to find beauty while studying ‘the 

mangled and dissected dead’; that the inside of the body lacked any ‘form 

that sense comprehends, or desires’.11 Artists should instead portray the 

surface of things, the velvety skin that gave the body its external form and 

concealed its contents. Dr Samuel Wilks differed from Knox. While he 

understood the instinctive horror some felt at the thought of ‘raising the 

veil’, Wilks argued that artists would be rewarded by doing so. Beauty lay 

beneath the surface, and anatomy could be examined by poets as well as 

scientists.12

Lauren Black is among the poets. Her art animates fragments that have 

come to lie in medical museums, closely reading them to create startling 

work that pays homage to this history and, crucially, to the particular 

specimens she explores, each of which is part of a larger story. These 

renditions are travellers in space and time, leaving the museum to enter 

an art gallery where they will be perceived with fresh eyes.

A Complex Beauty is an artistic engagement with medical science and the 

weight its relics now bear. Lauren has interspersed new works with 

artefacts from medicine’s past, a mediaeval almanac and plaster teaching 

models. In her hands, pathological specimens slough off their museum 

identities and become once again vibrant material with a past and a ghostly 

afterlife. We are a long way here from earlier kinds of anatomical art 
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created by anatomists and artists in the presence of the dead. This is a 

kind of seeing that does not objectify and has no desire to possess.

One of Lauren’s works explicitly deals with the history of comparative 

anatomy. When I look at Theatricum anatomicorum, I am immediately in 

the realm of the uncanny and drawn to a tiger’s eyes. I have to consciously 

unsnag my gaze from them, to contemplate the fragments of cancerous 

human bowel tissue in which those eyes are set. (There is something about 

eyes, they always draw us. Some students, when first confronted by a 

corpse to dissect, drape a tissue over the eyes.) The scraps of pathological 

tissue here have no form. My mind tries to create from them something 

I will recognise, the shape of the bowel they once were, but it cannot be 

done. They simply exist as unsettling slivers of a once-human being. How 

inspired, to put them together like this the cancer and the tiger, two wild 

organisms, human and animal anatomy mingled as it always has been. 

Contrast this with the inert French plaster zoological models of animal 

parts used to teach comparative anatomy. Artificial facsimiles like these 

— others were made of wax and papier-mâché — were modelled from dead 

creatures, but there is no sign of that corporeal history in them.

At first glance, animals appear to be absent from another historical object 

Lauren incorporates into this exhibition: Zodiac man, a mediaeval 

almanac for physicians, is based on quite a different cosmology. Doctors 

carried these tiny manuscripts with them folded into a pocket fixed to a 

belt. The words and illustrations were inscribed on vellum, skin flayed 

from a young calf. The manuscript maps an understanding of the human 

body as being a microcosm of the universe, influenced by the moon and 

the stars. It is a complicated cartography to guide a physician and his 

patients over difficult terrain. With astrological signs governing 

different parts of the body, the map indicates when it is safe to treat a 

particular patient whose humours or bodily fluids — bile, phlegm, blood 

— have lost equilibrium. The moon’s position must first be calculated lest 

common procedures like letting blood by cutting into a vein result in 

excessive bleeding.

 Opposit
 Unknow
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In all her works, Lauren gives form to something medical professionals 

have experienced when delving into bodies. Studying anatomy in books, 

on models and specimens only takes you so far. The messy actuality of a 

corpse is something other, and it initially baffles those who dissect. 

Fluids, organs and tissues press into the opened space. Art historian 

James Elkins, participating in a dissecting class, has written of the 

inexplicable tangle he observed on first seeing the contents of an abdomen, 

which appeared to be nothing other than a bowl of curdled milk, this 

being the fat adhering to the intestines and fascia.13 That is the kind of 

bodily material routinely excised from anatomical illustrations in order 

to focus the reader’s eye elsewhere.

Lauren explores this feeling in various ways throughout her work, be it 

through replicating surgical acts in her arts practice (cutting, sewing, 

pinning), close observation techniques, losing and gaining control of the 

body in her drawing method. In Blood moon, she took up her tools in two 

hands like a surgeon and went to work blind, exploring the shape and 

intricacies of the foreign specimen before her by working and indenting 

its form onto a layer of paper, beneath which lay another, of graphite 

paper, then a piece of card. The result only became visible when the layers 

were lifted off to expose on her work surface something unforeseen: 

mysterious images in which we might find a rock pool, moss, the legs of 

a frog, another world in the body. The drawings remind us of anatomy’s 

long engagement with botanical as well as corporeal parts, a time when 

beauty was found in ‘the spiral fibres seen in the dissection of the plant’ 

as well as in morbid matter.14

There is theatre in these portrayals. Anatomical art has always been staged, 

complete with props: fabric draped to hide a table, pins placed to direct 

the viewer’s eye. In Scenes, Lauren makes theatre from the digitised 

specimen of a colon and seven metres of fabric, referencing both the length 

of our intestines and a shroud. The fabric seems to have a life of its own. 

It is bulky, difficult to work with, cumbersome. (So are the intestines. 

Take care when dissecting not to cut into them, or the stench will leave 

Blood moon responds to this artefact. Lauren has strung lengths of fine red 

thread which mimic those depicted on the Vein Man and link us to the 

astrological signs and the anatomical parts they reference. Her detailed 

drawings play with both the known and unknown nature of disease and 

the body. They emerge from the darkness and float as if in space, framed 

in waxed cloths she has artfully peeled back and stitched, like skin, to 

expose a thyroid, stomach, heart, uterus and ovaries, before allowing the 

thread to drop to the floor where it pools like blood. The overlapping 

threads are confused and complex, and link to the diseases she has been 

observing. They intertwine, overlap, forming chaotic webs that allude to 

the unpredictable and messy nature of disease paired with a drawing 

process that explores the same.

Lauren’s art invites us to contemplate the viscerality of the specimen and 

the absent body from which it was cut. Observing cancerous growths, I am 

moved to consider how the people from whom they were cut experienced 

this unwelcome lodger in their bodies as they gradually became aware of 

its presence; their discomfort and fear, the eventual recourse to a doctor 

whose impersonal diagnosis they may not have understood, the dying, 

the death, the opening of the corpse to extract from it the only thing 

considered of value and which is now all that is left of them.

Notice, too, how Lauren plays with ideas of identity. In the Complex Beauty 

series, her selected material is mundane and often avoided. Rather than the 

brain or heart to which we often pay undue attention and which we could 

easily recognise, Lauren turns our attention to the bowel. She has framed 

diseased tissues and organs which cause human beings all sorts of medical 

trouble in the style of traditional portraiture. Her use of ornate frames 

entices us to come close to the work, and in doing so she cleverly forces 

us to look in detail and marvel at a part of the body that we would rather 

not be intimate with: the intestines, a colon. Why not these, rather than a 

face, to portray a person?
13 James E

Back: O
(San Die
142–43
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you retching.) Lauren has worked and reworked the material: washing, 

wringing, pressing, then allowing it to flow and settle upon the gallery 

floor. There, it reminds me of skin, flayed from the body and discarded 

like an overcoat.

The objects that came to lie in pathology museums in the past were not 

made for our eyes. Cut from once-living beings, they have drifted through 

changing contexts, from deathbed to post-mortem room, then preserved 

as gifts to a museum in which they were classified, labelled, visited and 

examined over the years, until the knowledge they encapsulated itself 

became a thing of the past, now better understood by other means. Yet 

these relics retain the power to provoke curiosity and wonder in those 

who examine them. A Complex Beauty sets everything in motion once 

more, rendering the fragments into art that magically illuminates other 

times, places, and the shadow of the pathology museum.

Helen MacDonald

A Complex Beauty  A Complex Beauty  2016-17
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Blood Moon  2017
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Theatricum Anatomicorum  2016 
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Works by Lauren Black

p. 19-25 A complex beauty I  2016
55.5 x 39.5 cm

A complex beauty II  2016
55 x 47.5 cm

A complex beauty III  2017
69 x 58 cm

A complex beauty IV  2017
69 x 58 cm

A complex beauty V  2017
63.5 x 42.5 cm

A complex beauty VI  2017
62 x 47 cm

pencil on paper in antique frame 

Scene I – VI  2016
digital print on paper, gouache, 
cotton gauze
paper (will check this size again) , 
gauze 700 x 88 cm

Writings I – VI  2017
pencil and thread print on paper, 
cotton gauze
dimensions variable

p. 26-31 Blood Moon 2017
pencil and gouache on illustration 
board, waxed cloth, gauze, thread, 
pins and paper
220 x 320 cm

p.32-37 Theatricum anatomicorum 2016
pencil on Japanese tissue in wood-
en, lined specimen box 
62 x 96.5 x 5 cm (open)

Work from other collections

Unknown artist, United Kingdom
Calendar  1508-09
Folio 5 open showing  ‘zodiac man’, 
folios 1-4 closed
vellum, illuminated in ink, gold 
and watercolour
Collection: Art Gallery of Ballarat
Gift of Colonel the Honourable 
RA Crouch, 1944

Fils d’Emile Deyrolle, France
comparative brain models c1890

Cerveau grossi de grenouille
Rana esculenta
(enlarged brain of edible frog)
24.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Cerveau grossi d’alligator 
Alligator Lucius
(enlarged brain of alligator)

24.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm
Cerveau grossi de sÐuale
Scyllium Canicula
(enlarged brain of shark, dogfish)
24.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Cerveau grossi de lapin
Lepus cuniculus
(enlarged brain of rabbit)
22.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Cerveau grossi dechien
Canis familiaris
(enlarged brain of dog)
23.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

Harry Brookes Allen Museum of 
Anatomy & Pathology, The University 
of Melbourne
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